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OUR VISION: INSPIRE, ENGAGE and LEAD our community
in ending hunger and give every child an equal opportunity to
succeed in learning – education is the great equalizer in life.
OUR MISSION
The mission of the Pantry Plus More, Inc. program is to try to
ensure that no child in Monongalia County suffers from food
insecurity or hygiene issues of any kind, for any reason, by
providing food and basic necessities through their schools.
Pantries are located in schools so they are easily accessible to all
school-aged children.
Placing pantries in schools ensures that children have access
without worrying about transportation or depending on anyone
to get them to a place where they can access food and other
necessities. It allows children access food and other items in a
way that provides them with privacy, dignity and respect.
OUR GOAL
The goal of the program is to minimize hunger and malnutrition
and ultimately build the trust and self-esteem of children who will
be able to focus on learning instead of worrying about hunger
issues. Each pantry will be stocked with enough to provide
weekend survival packs to every student that needs one with
enough food to last the weekend.
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PRESIDENT’S
REFLECTIONS
In the second year of The Pantry
Plus More, we opened four new inschool pantries bringing the total to
11, continued our Mountaineer Food
Bank partnership holding monthly food
giveaways of 12-15,000 pounds of
fresh food, and added The Fresh Start
program in partnership with MonHealth.
The latter pilot project brings 10,500
pounds of fresh produce distribution to
our schools, at-risk communities, and
those with chronic illnesses. Our focus in
the community is on our most vulnerable
populations, especially children.
Over 2,500 children in Monongalia
County can’t count on three square
meals a day.1 The impact of hunger
is well documented, specifically with
children. It takes a terrible toll on their
health and development, and threatens
their futures in profound ways. Hungry
kids are more likely to experience serious
short-and long-term health issues. We
know that school-aged children who
are hungry exhibit increased anxiety,
depression, irritability, and inability
to concentrate. These symptoms of
hunger hinder a child’s ability to learn
and flourish in the classroom. It’s a
devastating problem that denies children
a fair opportunity for education.
1
2016 Feeding America Food Insecurity
statistics.
To combat childhood hunger, our
in-school pantry program brings food
and basic necessities directly to the kids
and their families. We break through the
barriers – the transportation problems,
monetary problems, the paperwork and
the shame. We stock these pantries

every two weeks with kid-friendly foods,
school supplies, hygiene products and
some clothing. The children are given
privacy – no one counts what they take
and they can take as much as they need.
We work to make sure more kids are
getting the critical food they need, every
single day.
This year our organization undertook
a few big moves. We expanded the
possible membership on the board from
12 to 15 with the hopes of finding a few
more members to fulfill some specific
roles. We made the big decision to
spend grant funds on the development
of a website with capabilities to accept
donations and track volunteers. We
formed a Nutrition Committee to craft
recipes designed around the produce we
are getting for that month. These recipes
include nutritional information and can
be created with nonperishable foods.
Most importantly, we’ve moved forward
with a new inventory system designed
to be more accurate and capable of
creating separate data for each individual
pantry/program.
Change will not come if we wait for
some other person, or if we wait for
some other time. We are the ones we’ve
been waiting for. We are the change that
we seek. Together we can end hunger in
Monongalia County.
With Appreciation,

Roark C. Sizemore

Roark C. Sizemore
President
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IMPACT
SCHOOLS

ON
OUR
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NORTH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
The Principal at
North Elementary
reported that “the
Pantry Plus More
program continues
to make an
important, positive impact on the students
and families of our school. We know that
without full bellies and clean bodies, it is
difficult to educate the brain. The Pantry
Plus More program helps us to have full
bellies and clean bodies so that we can
do our job in educating the brain. Food,
school supplies, hygiene products and
clothing are just a few of the items we
have been able to distribute. My favorite
moments are when we distribute fresh fruits
and vegetables. Not only do we receive
favorites like apples and grapes, the kids
get to experience fresh produce that they
have never tasted before like pineapples,
mangoes, spaghetti squash and eggplant.
We are so very grateful and hope they
continue to do their excellent work.”

RIDGEDALE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

This has been a very
unique year for us. We
are pleased that the
school is receiving a new
addition but this has
caused us to use every
limited space possible. We had to move
our Pantry into the cafeteria and we had
to downsize. However, we have increased
our snack program significantly and that is
how we are using your program. We also
began providing “produce” bags for two
dozen students every month when you
bring the produce on the second Thursday
of the month. We will continue to take food
to the Healthy Heights Trailer Court in the
summer and we will continue to keep our
Pantry open for the students when school
is out. We are thrilled to have you in our

school and look forward to expansion in the
upcoming year.

MASON DIXON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

Mason Dixon
Elementary was one
of the first schools in
Monongalia County to
receive the benefits
of the Pantry Plus
More Program. Upon
arriving to the school last fall (2017), I found
that not only was this a well-established
program at Mason Dixon, but is also an
incredibly important program for our
students, families, and community. The
Pantry at Mason Dixon is well-received
among faculty, students, and families. We
have multiple students visiting the Pantry
throughout the week to create bags of
food to take home to their families. There
is no stigma and students are open about
expressing their needs when visiting the
Pantry. It is such an important program
for Mason Dixon and it helps for faculty
members, like me, to feel more confident
about sending our students home each
day. Our school is small and very rural, so it
is a great benefit to all to have the Pantry
available at Mason Dixon.

EASTWOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
We asked the Counselor
at Eastwood for
a “human interest”
story for this Annual
Report, detailing how
the pantry is helping
students. This is what
she sent: “We have
a student who has
frequently used our pantry this year. He
is the older sibling in his family and is
often looking for items he can take for his
brother to eat or use. Having the pantry
has allowed us to restore a sense of power
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and control in his life that has been lacking
at times. He has developed a sense of
confidence and connection with our school.
The support of the pantry has allowed us
to meet his needs in a way we wouldn’t
be able to provide without the pantry as a
resource.
So happy to be part of this wonderful
organization!

SOUTH MIDDLE SCHOOL
The pantry at South Middle
School was one of the
original “pilot” pantries,
and it remains very popular
with the students. The
student body does a good
job of helping to stock
the shelves by conducting
food drives and by donating various items
of clothing. The pantry is restocked at least
every two weeks and is often done weekly
if necessary. We are especially thankful
for the members of Sabraton Baptist
Church, who help us by donating items
every month. According to one of the SMS
counselors, students visited the pantry 181
times in the first semester of this school
year. Like last year, we find that smaller
items are most popular and the students
enjoy all kinds of snacks, Campbell’s
chicken soups, canned meats, chocolate
milk, cereal and of course, peanut butter
and jelly. Hygiene items are also in great
demand. Students also like getting fresh
produce, especially the fruit, and we
appreciate the help that other students
give us with distribution of the items to
their schoolmates. A teacher also told us
that he uses the produce as a teaching tool,
and his students especially love the apples
which they often cook into applesauce.
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CLAY-BATTELLE MIDDLE SCHOOL
CLAY-BATTELLE HIGH SCHOOL
Clay-Battelle Middle School and ClayBattelle High School
share a pantry, which
is stocked every two
weeks. We really
appreciate the three
ladies who make our
work so much easier
there—Counselors
Christina Harper and
Meredith Murdock, and
school Secretary Monette Ammons. They
do our inventory for us so that we can keep
their pantry stocked. The students have
pretty typical requests for their pantry, and
enjoy most types of snacks, canned meats,
microwaveable soups and pasta meals,
fruit juices, chocolate milk and especially
sports drinks. We are proud that we can
also help about thirty families with food
from the pantry and fresh produce from
the monthly produce deliveries. We also
like the fact that Clay-Battelle has a request
list posted in their pantry, and we try hard
to meet those requests. “The Pantry Plus
Program has been a great addition to
Clay-Battelle! The Pantry supports our
students in a variety of ways. It provides
consistent supplemental food and/or
personal hygiene products for our students
and families. It helps provide a meal to
students participating in after school
activities. In addition, it has assisted our
families with emergent food and hygiene
needs when they arise. Above all, the
pantry provides our students with food
security and allows them the opportunity
to learn free of hunger or worry so they
can concentrate on their academic
achievement.”

MOUNTAINEER MIDDLE
“So to be honest
with you, I seriously
was afraid to
take on this food
Pantry Plus thing
because when
it is just me and
over 640 students, I was afraid it would be
too overwhelming. So, with the addition
of a part time counselor, I felt it was time
to start something new to see if it could
benefit my students. Here are just a couple
of stories that have made me think that I
made the right choice in going with Pantry
Plus.”
I have a student who was going through
the pantry packing a bag. He asked if
he could pack another. I said sure if he
needed it, he could take it. He then said,
“You know Mrs. Petrisin I am not taking this
to my home. . .I have been staying with
some relatives nearby and I know that I am
another mouth to feed for them. So, this
is my way of helping them out and paying
them back for letting me stay with them.”
He seemed very proud that he was able to
help those who were helping him.
Another student was packing two bags.
I try not to pay attention to what the
students take so as not to make them feel
uneasy, but on this day, I was counting. .
.taking inventory of sorts. I happened to
notice that everything she put in one bag,
she also placed in the other. So, I asked her
why she was separating things out the way
that she was. She said, “Oh there is this
older lady who lives in our trailer park. She
doesn’t get out much. The last time I took
her over a few things and she was so happy.
Is it OK if I pack her a bag too?” I started
helping her pack that bag.

“To say that I feel a little disappointed in
myself for waiting because of the extra
work, is an understatement. To know that
my students are not only feeling OK to be
given the food but also conscientious of
others as well. . . That’s a win-win for me.
Thank you”.

CHEAT LAKE ELEMENTARY
We opened a new pantry
at Cheat Lake Elementary
School this year. It has
been utilized by children
taking meals home to eat
over the weekends and by
teachers supplementing
their classroom’s “sneaky
snacks”. We are happy to report that the
pantry is being used and requires weekly
restocking. We have also been able to
provide the CLES community with fresh
produce through the Fresh Start Program.
The children have been particularly excited
to receive fresh fruit. Recently we have
begun getting donations directly to the
pantry at CLES as well.

BROOKHAVEN ELEMENTARY
The Principal at Brookhaven Elementary
reported that the implementation of the
“Pantry Plus” program has been quite
successful this year. “I must admit that I was
hesitant to start the program. However,
when I see the amount of food and other
supplies that are given to our families, I
know it was the right thing to do.”
“Teachers know they may go into the pantry
any time of day to get supplies for children.
Sometimes we have parents send notes
asking for specific items. It is great that it
is stocked with personal hygiene items and
household items as well as food.”
“I just spoke with a kindergarten teacher
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Current Pantry Plus More
schools in Monongalia County

who had just gotten off the phone with a
parent. The parent told her that they get
assistance, but at the end of the month
there is not much left. She asked for
something sent home to tide them over
until they were able to get their monthly
assistance. One of my favorite stories this
year was a little one asking for toothpaste
because they didn’t have any at home.
He wanted to take care of his teeth. The
teacher was kind and made sure he got
to choose a flavor. It’s really sad when the
things we take for granted are a luxury for
some families.”

WESTWOOD ELEMENTARY

This year the traffic has
been constant at Westwood
Middle School. The kids
have completely opened
up and accepted the
pantry, looking forward to
the delivery that is made
each week, depending on
those items to keep their stomachs full. A
weekly delivery at Westwood consists of
roughly 700 items, including fan favorites of
Chef Boyardee, Mac n Cheese, fruit snacks,
Slim Jims, Vienna Sausage, Goldfish, sports
drinks, and juice pouches.
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There was one instance when I was
stocking the pantry and one of the kids
came over and asked for the “good stuff” I
wasn’t sure what he meant by that, but of
course I told him he can help himself to
whatever he wants. He went straight for
the Goldfish with a big smile on his face.
It didn’t really occur to me that Goldfish
was the “good stuff.” Having a pack of
Goldfish, cheese crackers, or chips in my
lunch was something I took for fortune and
didn’t realize how good that stuff truly was.
Serving the Westwood Middle School pantry
has been an honor, and I look forward to
continuing to provide the good stuff the
students need.

IN-SCHOOL PANTRY PROGRAM
EXPANSION
We are excited to continue the growth
of our in-school pantry program with two
more pantries in the 2019-2020 school
year. We hope to extend the reach of
our program to meet more of the needs
of our at-risk students in Monongalia
County.

OUR HYGIENE PROGRAM
The Pantry Plus More’s hygiene program is a vital
component of our mission. Our goal is to ensure
that children have access to the hygiene products they need so that they do not miss class or
miss school entirely due to lack of access. It is of
particular importance that we provide feminine
hygiene products for students whose families may
not have the ability to purchase those products.
In the U.S., the lack of access to feminine hygiene
supplies – referred to as period poverty – keeps 1
of 5 girls out of school during their monthly cycle,
according to data released by Proctor and Gamble/Always.1

Families who qualify for federal assistance programs like SNAP or WIC are not permitted to use
those benefits to purchase feminine hygiene products, as such products are labeled “luxury items,”
a categorization shared by alcohol and cigarettes.
Girls who miss school on a monthly basis may face
delayed graduation. Providing these biologically
necessary products in our school pantries allows
young women access to these supplies in a stigma-free environment and enables students to
remain in school and continue learning.
Our pantries also provide many other hygiene
items for all students such as soap, body wash,
lice kits, deodorant, toothbrushes, toothpaste,
and shampoo. We want to ensure that all of our
students have the ability to look and feel their
best. Meeting the basic hygiene needs of our students breaks down a barrier and allows for their
full participation, both academically and socially.
The Always Confidence and Puberty Wave VI Study, Nov. 2017;
based on females aged 16-24 years old.

1
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PPM HISTORY

NEWS
2018 NORTH BASH

Roark Sizemore was a senior in high school
when he and his advisor, Tom Bloom, started
an organization, the Pantry Plus More. The
goal was to provide food, clothing, hygiene
products and classroom supplies in the
schools so that children would have access as
needs arose.
Roark was working with “Circle of Friends,”
a group that provides free hot meals to
people in need on weekends, when most
meal programs and pantries are closed. He
was shocked to see some of his high school
colleagues and younger children coming to
these meals. Roark then learned that a significant number of women in middle school
and high school were missing about a week of
school each month because they didn’t have
feminine hygiene products. Roark has sisters
and couldn’t believe this situation existed and
no one was doing anything about it. Roark
researched the topic and learned that while
elementary school children are happy to pick
up weekend “back packs” containing food
donated by local churches, older students
in middle- and high-school often preferred
going hungry rather than risk being identified
by their peers as being “poor”. With additional research, Roark learned about in-school
pantries in several other states, where donated food is housed in a counselor’s office or
other on-site location. Roark decided this was
a good idea, and he started the Pantry Plus
More.
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We held the first Back to School Bash in partnership
with North Elementary in August 2018. We had no
idea how many students would turn out and ended up
having to run to purchase extra backpacks. We were
able to serve approximately 400 students with backpacks, school supplies, hygiene products, food and
haircuts. Principal Natalie Webb created a scavenger
hunt for students that led them on an exciting race
through the school.

55 STRONG- 2018 WEST VIRGINIA TEACHER’S STRIKE

In 2018, West Virginia schools were unexpectedly out of session for nine days as contracts were
negotiated. During this time, the Pantry Plus More was asked to assist with getting food to those
students who usually relied on school-based food access. Our program became the cornerstone to
organize, communicate and deliver food throughout the County. We set up five separate locations
and received food and funds from all over the Country. We were interviewed by The New York
Times and several other news outlets and were recognized as a key component that helped distribute to and monitor those families in need. We also received numerous phone calls from other
State Teacher organizations to understand how our program worked and how they could copy it in
their state. During the school shutdown, The Pantry Plus More became an important part of continuing the food program for our students and their families.

NEW PROJECTS – WEBSITE RESEARCH & REDESIGN
The Pantry Plus More has been working on a joint project in partnership with The UserGoodness
Company to overhaul our website.
UserGoodness has conducted research to help improve website features and design in order to
meet the needs of our web users. Research included interviews with volunteers, donors, and board
members; competitive analysis of peer organizations; analysis of our current Facebook and website
traffic; and a Search Engine Optimization audit of our site.
UserGoodness is currently in the “design” phase of the project, during which they are writing
content and creating visual designs for the site. The next phase is the “build” phase, during which
they will build the site and train Pantry Plus More board members to manage and update the site.
The goal of this work is to help The Pantry Plus More communicate more effectively with potential
volunteers and donors about our mission and organizational needs. We’ll be sure to let you know
when the new site goes live and tell you about the new things it has to offer!

PANTRY PLUS MORE ANNUAL REPORT 2018
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PANTRY STOCK ROOM
AND INVENTORY
SPECIAL THANKS
Special Thanks to Carol Atkins, who continues to
be supportive of the PPM by providing storage
space at 9 Rousch Drive. Having access to this
space makes our community mission possible.
We feel blessed by her generosity. Thank you so
much Carol Atkins, Chris Atkins, Nick Atkins and
City Neon Inc.!

Thanks to the generosity of the community and
the needs of 11 school pantries, we have had an
increase in the number of items coming in and out
of our warehouse. Last summer, a group of students from WVU redesigned the layout of storage
to maximize our space. Over the past year, we
have been fortunate to have many community
volunteers including multiple friends, a cub scout
group, a middle school basketball team and Dana
Friend’s WVU School of Nursing students spend
hours counting, sorting and shelving donations
and purchases. Our next projects include replacing some of the shelving with sturdier shelves and
attempting a recount of the inventory while we are
at it, as well as restructuring our record-keeping
to make sure we have hard copies of all inventory
transactions and a better picture of what types of
foods, school supplies, and hygiene products are
popular at our school pantries. We are reporting
the worth of the items in the pantry at $32,500.
There were 67,407 items in storage at the end of
our fiscal year.
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AUTOMATED INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM
We are entertaining the possibility of procuring
an automated inventory system which will give us
a more accurate picture of the products that we
have available in our pantry storeroom.
IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
In-kind contributions to the PPM take the form of
food, hygiene supplies, school supplies, clothing,
office supplies and time. Because many individuals
and groups leave donations directly at the schools
and/or leave them anonymously at the PPM warehouse location, it is often difficult to know the
actual value of donated items. It is estimated that
our In-Kind donations for 2018 are $24,236. That
is an increase of over $2,000.00 from last year. As
noted above, the Pantry’s warehouse space is donated, along with the utilities and upkeep of that
space. The value of that donation is not included
in the $24,236.

VOLUNTEER CONTRIBUTIONS
Donations of time are also difficult to quantify
because the many volunteers who conduct
food drives and other activities rarely report
their time to the PPM Board. The Pantry
Plus More is an organization with No Paid
Personnel. We rely heavily on the passion
and generosity of our community and all the
volunteers who support PPM.
It was reported in 2018 that our volunteer
hours totaled 4064.25 which translates to
$87,381.38.
The Pantry Plus More, Inc. has a very active
Board of Directors. The Directors volunteered
approximately 244 hours per month or 2930
hours per year.
VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION
We would like to recognize a very special
volunteer. Mark Gall plays a vital role in the
Pantry Plus More organization. He provides
additional storage space through his personal
business, checks the donation barrels located
in front of the pantry supply room every
day, monitors the heating and cooling in the
storeroom, and can always be counted on to
pick up and unload deliveries that come to the
pantry. He also organizes the “carriers” at the
food giveaways.

PANTRY PLUS MORE INTERACTIONS
WITH WVU STUDENTS

When possible, PPM encourages WVU
students to participate in activities/events.
Needs for volunteers are posted on WVU’s
iServe. A growing number of WVU students
are volunteering to help with the Mountaineer
Food Bank mobile food giveaways. We are
currently getting individuals and groups (clubs,
teams) of students helping with these events;
often 8 – 12 students/event. The dates of
the giveaways are posted well in advance of
these events, which greatly facilitates students
planning ahead, even though the location
is only announced about a week before the
events. Students have also helped with some
of the PPM stockroom inventories, and one
semester, two students took responsibility for
stocking the Eastwood Elementary School
Pantry.
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PARTNERSHIPS
MOUNTAINEER FOOD BANK-MONTHLY FOOD GIVEAWAYS

We are in our third year of a critical partnership with The Mountaineer Food Bank (MFB.) West Virginia’s
largest emergency food provider distributes over 16.7 million pounds of food to 48 counties in West
Virginia, including Monongalia County. As a Feeding America food bank, MFB is able to bring donations
from donors across the country by the truckload to distribute in WV. MFB works with The Pantry Plus
More across three different programs. They provide essential support to our in-school pantries giving us
the ability to stretch $1 into $10 by purchasing through them.
Our partnership with The Mountaineer Food Bank delivers 10,000 to 15,000 pounds of fresh produce,
frozen meat and grains to areas with the greatest need. Together with between 60 to 168 volunteers from
all areas of the community – WVU professors and students, high school groups, middle school kids, and
community members, – we join together monthly to unload, bag and carry food for clients.
Typically, we serve around 250 families and 800 to 1000 individuals who arrive to receive help at each
Mobile Food Pantry. Many arrive hours before the distribution begins to ensure they receive this muchneeded food, especially fresh, nutritious fruits and vegetables and frozen meat. We distribute the food
utilizing a client choice model by putting the food on tables allowing clients to choose what they need
and want.
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FRESH START PROGRAM
Our latest Pilot Project with MFB has
been a program called Fresh Start. We
have added a partnership with Mon
Health Wedgewood Family Practice to
identify patients with chronic illnesses
and nutritional deficits. They receive a
voucher from their physician and bring
it to us on the second Thursday of every
month to receive a box of food tailored
for clients needing special diets. The
MFB provides the boxes of food and
fresh produce. We recently added a
new component to the program with the
support of Monongalia Health System,
Inc. With a special grant from them,
we are now able to obtain between
7,500 and 10,500 pounds of fresh
produce that we can distribute to their
patients and to our in-school pantries.
Through the support of MonHealth’s
CEO, David Goldberg, who believes
“Food is Medicine”, we recently were
able to add distributing fresh produce
into our school pantries. In the last
few months, we have delivered fresh
produce including thousands of pounds
of apples, clementines, pineapples,
grapes, squash, mangoes, potatoes,
sweet potatoes, zucchini, eggplant,
strawberries and grapefruit. Changes
to this program are forthcoming.

WADESTOWN PANTRY & NATIVE AMERICAN
COMMUNITY CENTER
Over the last two years, we have developed an important
relationship with the Wadestown Pantry & Native American
Community Center. Mickey Tinker from the Wadestown
Pantry, pictured above (r) with volunteer Ben Duncan (l),
attends every mobile giveaway and every produce delivery.
He brings years of invaluable experience. Unloading 1015,000 pounds of food goes faster and more efficiently
under his direction. With his help, we are able to recycle
all of our cardboard and pallets, and have food waste
distributed to local farmers. At the food delivery center at
Riverside Apostolic Church, Mickey helps everyone load
their vehicles. We frequently share resources with this
agency that serves the outer boundaries of the western end
of our county, a food desert in Monongalia County. The
work we do and the outreach we have is made stronger
through our partnership with them. The Director of the
Wadestown Pantry, Phyllis Vaughn Bruce, partners with us
so we can bring USDA foods to our Mobile Deliveries.
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FINANCE AND FUNDRAISING

GRANT SEEKING SUCCESS
In 2018, the Pantry Plus More received funds
from 13 corporations and foundations which
totaled $51,587. This is an increase of over
$15,000 from the previous year. The grant
writing committee has a goal of increasing the
number of grants awarded each year by growing
the number and scope of grant applications
completed. To date, we have concentrated on
local organizations and foundations but in the
upcoming year, hope to expand by applying to
more regional and national funders.
These funds have helped us stock our existing
pantries, open new pantries, and pursue new
approaches to our program including adding
more healthy food options.
INCOME BY YEAR
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Included in this figure is the Audia Caring
Heritage Association award. This is a two-year
award of $10,000 per year. The ACHA is a nonprofit charity that assists communities in need
and improves their quality of life. Each year the
ACHA hosts a fundraising event, A Taste of Italy,
benefiting their charitable missions. The event
in 2018 and again in 2019 will benefit the Pantry
Plus More of Monongalia County.
We would not be able to sustain our pantries
without the support of our foundation grant
funders. In FY2019 we will continue to broaden
our reach and make our pantries better use the
grant funds we receive.
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PANTRY PLUS MORE 2018 DONOR LEVELS

It is with gratitude and appreciation that we recognize Individuals and Organizations who donated
in 2018
RED

Contributions of $5000+
Morgantown Board of Realtors
GREEN
Contributions of $1000 - $4,999
Al Bonneroo Event
Apothecary Ale House
Commercial Land Development Inc.
Etched in Stone Monument Design, LLC
Jarrell and Glenn Larew
John & Sabra Spiker
Miley Legal Group
Morgantown Church of the Brethren
Morgantown High School
Mt. State Brewing Company
Mu Alpha Theta
Muslim Student Association
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BLUE
Contributions of $100 - $999
Amanda Menihan
Amy Root
Andrew & Samantha Little
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Antero Resources Corporation
Beta Sigma Phi
Beth Bossio
Bob Williams
Bryan & Monica Wimer
Carlie Canter Zimmerman
Carolina Aguilera & Lee Mahle
Brenda Jasper
Cathy & Kenzy Wolfe
Cheryl Frederick
Christine Wang
David Nelson
David & Janet Stone
Denise Myers
Dilip Chandran
Forrest Cox
George and Anne Harper
Harry & Margaret Rubenstein
Grace McKnight
Jacqueline & David Miller
Heidi Wiedebusch
James & Beverly Laurita
Holbert Metal Works, LLC
January Helbig
Jeff Haught
Jeannie Zinn
Jerrica Moldowan
Joanne Summers
Joe and Barbara Martinelli
Johnna Bolyard and Brandon Byron
Joseph Weglinski
Josiah McCutcheon
John Stolar
Judith Dinsmore
Judith Wilkinson
Judy & Stephen Hoffmann
Kathy Luck
Kazunari & Mary Koike
Kim Muni
Kim Palumbo
Kim Shiemke
Kim B Carey

Lindsay and Micah Weglinski
Lisa Quesenberry
Lynne Cossman
Ma La
Manchin Injury Law Group, PLLC
Marjorie Wolfe
Megan McCulla
Melanie Page
Melanie McConnell Marra
Melina Flanagan
Michael Wolfe
Michelle Lorenze
Michelle Monday
Ned Flagg
Patricia Haines
Patrick Esposito
Peggy & John McDevit
Peter Shelly
Pi Beta Phi Fraternity
Reta Gabriel
Richard Vaglienti
Ross Basile
Roy Wolfe
Ryan Matala
Sadaf Sarwari
Sandra Gates
Sara Amadon Anderson
Service League Morgantown Old
Stone House
Shari Cui
Shawn Adrian
Shelley Capel
SIP N DIP Painting Parties and Events
Stephanie Optional
Stuart & Joan Mills
Suncrest Yoga
Susan Case
Susan Seitz
Mike & Tammy Miller
Teri Cutwright
The Wine Bar at Vintner Valley
Theresa Baumgartner
Thy Holy Ministries
Timothy Danser
Umar Hussain
Victoria Lacy
Wes Bergen
Wesley United Methodist Church
WVU Lambda Chi Alpha

SUSTAINED GIVING (Those who donated
a minimum of four times during the year)
Anne Stroud
Bob Williams
Donna Privett
Joe & Barbara Martinelli
Johnna Bolyard and Brandon Byron
Kathy Luck
Laura Rockis
James & Leslie Bond
Lynne Cossman
Ma La
John & Peggy McDevit
Rachel Bryne
Sara Amandon Anderson
Shawn Adrian
Susan Case
Susan Seitz
Timothy Danser
IN MEMORY OF:
David and Janet Stone in memory of Frank Perilli
Stephen Gnegy in memory of Dr. Clifford Linkous
ON BEHALF OF:
Robert & Kristi Wolfe in the name of Rod & Nancy Jackson

FOUNDATION & TRUST GRANTS:
Hott Brown Foundations
WVU Foundation
First Energy Corporation
Sodexo Stop Hunger Foundation
Weldon Family Foundation
Hazel Ruby McQuain
Lynch Foundation
Your Community Foundation
Mavis Grant and George W. Lilley Jr. Community
Enhancement Fund
Mylan Charitable Foundation
Brickstreet Foundation
Women’s Giving Circle
Empty Bowls Monongalia
United Way Worldwide
Audia Caring Heritage Association
MedExpress
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PANTRY PLUS MORE 2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Roark Sizemore
President		
Micah Weglinski
Vice-President
Elizabeth Kanosky
Secretary
Tammy Miller		
Treasurer
Christine Wang
Advisor to the Board
Sarah Ott		
Grant Coordinator
Vicki Conner		
Grant Writer/In-Kind Tracking
Lauren Metheny
Fundraising Chair
Jerrica Moldowan
Fundraising/Inventory Control
Heidi Specht		
Marketing/Graphics
Michael Miller		
Student Org Advisor/Vol. Coord Chair
Lindsay Weglinski
Inventory Control
Nickolas Marino
Inventory Control
Mindy Salango
Hygiene Coordinator
EX-OFFICIO OFFICERS
Tom Bloom		
Executive Director
Natalie Sal		
Legal
Courtney Pyatt

SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVES
Mike & Tammy Miller Eastwood
Tom Bloom		
Ridgedale
Mindy Salango
Brookhaven
Sarah Ott		
Brookhaven
Roark Sizemore
North
Christine Wang
North
Vicki Conner		
Clay Battelle/South
Jerrica Moldowan
Mason Dixon
Micah Weglinski
Cheat Lake
Nicholas Marino
Westwood

COMMITTEE ONLY
Tim Broadwater
IT
Samuel Moldowan
Inventory Control
Aldona Bird		
Preston County Pantry
			 Coordinator

THE PANTRY PLUS MORE
9 Rousch Drive
Westover, WV 26501
pantryplusmore.org

